July 2021 Class Schedule

4436 Indianola Ave.
Columbus, OH 43214
614-670-5629
www.614knitstudio.com

Baby Tea Leaves Sweater: Baby Tea leaves is a feminine cardigan, knit back and forth from the top down with subtle
garter stitch trims. The tiniest version of the Tea Leaves Cardigan – with a sweet little gathered yoke and ¾ length
sleeves. In sizes 0-6, 6-12, 12- 18, and 18-24 months. Pre-requisite Skills: Basic knitting skills, suitable for
beginners.
•
•

Mondays, July 5 & 12 from 6- 8 p.m. with Susan
$60 plus supplies

Beginner Hat: The second step after learning the very basics in knitting is knitting in the round. Learn to work in the
round, simple pattern reading and basic decreases while making this versatile hat. Beanie or a slouchy, this unisex cap is
sized from infant to large adult. Pre-requisite Skills: Basic knitting skills are required including long tail cast on,
knit stitch, purl stitch and knit/ purl combinations.
•
•

Mondays, July 5 & 12 from 3-5 p.m. with Susan
$60 plus supplies

Beginning Knit: Knitting is now more popular than ever, and you can learn too! In this 2-part class, students will learn
how to cast on, the knit & purl stitch, knit and purl combination stitches in the same row, and how to read a pattern.
During the second class, you will learn how to shop for and start your first project, the Wheat Scarf by Tin Can Knits.
Pre-requisite Skills: None
•
•

Tuesdays, July 6 & 13 from 10 a.m.- 12 noon with Terri
$60 plus supplies

Festival of Stitches: Want to stretch your knitting skills just a bit farther? Then this class is for you! Explore new stitch
patterns as you swatch each section for the Festival of Stitches Wrap by Lisa Hannes. Learn bobbles, cables, twisted
ribbing, lace and mosaic and more. Pre-requisite Skills: This class is perfect for the advanced beginner or
intermediate knitter who is comfortable with their basic knitting skills.
•
Saturdays, July 10 & 17 from 10 a.m. – 12 noon with Susan
•
$60 plus supplies
Kids Beginning Crochet: Just for Kids ages 9-13 years of age. Crochet is hotter than ever! Whether you have never
picked up a hook or are a knitter looking to expand your skill set, this class is for you. Learn the basics, in this two-part
class, such as the slip knot cast on, chain stitch, and single crochet; different hook styles and which will work best for
you; the slip stitch, half-double crochet, and double crochet. You will also learn how to read a crochet pattern by getting
to know stitch abbreviations and following a pattern, you will make a granny square. Pre-requisite Skills: None
•
•

Tuesdays, July 6 & 13 from 1-3 p.m. with Terri
$60 plus supplies

Oh Darn!: Handmade items are too precious to abandon when they become worn, or *gasp* develop a small hole. In
this class, you will learn how to repair or embellish your handknits using the Katrinkles darning loom. Pre-requisite
Skills: None!
•
•

Wednesday, July 14 from 6-8 p.m. with Donita
$30 plus supplies

Sashiko: Slow down…and discover the beauty of creating Japanese Sashiko embroidery patterns formed with the
simplest of all handwork stitches. Sashiko utilizes only the ‘stab’ or ‘running’ stitch to form simple geometric designs. In
this class you will explore a variety of traditional Sashiko patterns and experiment with different fabric backgrounds. You
will complete one or more small samplers in class that can be incorporated into a small project such as a garment patch,
pincushion or sachet. Pre-requisite Skills: This is an introductory class for those new to embroidery and hand
stitching or those persons interested in refreshing hand stitching skills. No prerequisite skills are required
for enrollment.
•
Wednesday, July 14 from 1-4 p.m. with Melissa
•
$45 plus supplies and $5 kit due to the instructor at time of class
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Tapestry Treasures- Starting with Finishing in Mind: Weaving a tapestry with a smooth edge on all 4 sides is
achievable - with some planning! In this class, we will learn how to start a tapestry with a turned hem, which also
creates a lovely way to hang your finished piece!
We will cover how to wind butterflies for tapestry, figure-8 warping, ordering cords and how to add them, twining, and
soumak. Pre-requisite Skills: Students need to have completed one or two basic tapestry projects to be
successful in this class.
•
•

Wednesday, July 21 from 6-8 p.m. with Donita
$30 plus supplies

A Bushel & a Peck Woven Market Bag: These adorable market bags are perfect for the farmers’ market or a fiber
show! Easy to weave and straightforward to sew, these bags are great to have in the car in case you happen upon a
peck of apples (or a bushel of yarn) you can’t pass up!
In this class, we will set-up our multi-color warp, review 2-color weaving, securing woven fabric for wet finishing, fulling
(a type of wet finishing that takes the web into a more solid fabric), and sewing the bags by hand or machine. We will
also cover tips and tricks for sewing your hand-woven fabric without tears!
Pre-requisite Skills: Weaving skills: Advanced beginner. Sewing skills: familiar with types of stitches and
how to change stitch type on your machine, ability to sew a straight seam and a zig-zag stitch
•
•

Saturdays, July 10, 17 & 24 from 2-4 p.m. with Donita
$90 plus supplies

Class pricing and policies
Classes are $15 per hour plus supplies unless specified; length of class is dependent upon the complexity of the
subject. All classes are two hours and up. You can purchase classes individually or apply package credit. The price
and length each class will be clearly defined in the class description.
Packages of class hours are available at $150 per 10 hours, which includes 10 hours of instruction plus one 10%
off coupon for supplies and one voucher for a one-hour Knit/Crochet/Spin Doctor session.
Most classes have a minimum of 2 students and maximum of 4 students, depending on the complexity of the
subject. Cancellations must be 48 in advance to receive a credit for your class. We understand
emergencies happen and we certainly don’t want you to come in when you are ill, but please let us know as soon
as possible.
The Private Tutoring Lessons are $25 per hour. Knit/Crochet Doctor sessions are $15 per half hour and are
available to get the help you need with a tricky stitch sequence, an unclear pattern, a runaway dropped stitch, or
any other knitting, crocheting or spinning challenge. Call to schedule a session.
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